
VIDEOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES
VISUAL EFFECTS IN CAMERA



Hello!!
What’s your experience level as 
videographers?
What do You expect from today?



Videography tecnhiques (my suggestion)

Inspiration
A simple story, just video, texts and 
music.
No diegetic sound (diegetic sound: 
“original soundtrack” - people 
speaking, ambient sounds etc.).
Focus on the visuals:-)

https://vimeo.com/43122303 

The Workshop
1: Daytime Videography (14.00 - 14.30)
2: VFR (Variable Frame Rates) & slow 
motion (14.30-15.15)
3: Night Videography (flickering) 
(15.15-15.45)
4: Camera Movement (15.45-16.15)
5: Effects (16.15-17.00)
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https://vimeo.com/43122303


BUT!
You’re the boss. Sort of;-) So let 
me know if we have to skip 
something, cover it fast, or dig 
deeper into certain areas...



Daytime videography
Settings for correct exposure
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Rule of thumb for videography: 
Shutter speed doubles the frame 
rate
Say what?



A Video is essentially just a series 
of still images shown 
consecutively at fast speed

At 24/25 frames (images) per 
second, the human eye doesn’t 
notice the individual frames, and 
sees them as movement



Rule of thumb for videography: 
Shutter speed doubles the frame 
rate
Say what?
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Aperture (iris)Shutter 
Speed 
measured 
in seconds

ISO
Low iso: 
No noise 
in image 

High iso: 
Noise, Grainy 
images 100 200 400 800 1600...

f2.8

f4

     f5.6

f8 
   

     f11

...

Large aperture = low f number 
= Shallow depth of field

Small aperture = high 
f-number = large depth of 
field

...

1/500

   1/250

1/125

    1/60

1/30

...

Short shutter speed: 
Freezes the subject

Long shutter speed: 
Movement shows in image

A look back at photography 101

Videography: Shutter speed is 
given as 1/50 of a second!!!

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Q9GdCBtTOza82KGUS4bvNKDgmjqXhKJBmZJIYurZi40/edit?usp=sharing


Put Your Camera in Video mode:-)



Video mode
Settings for “regular daytime” video
- 25p is fine (4K or Full HD, depending on camera)

If 25p:
- Shutter speed should be set to 1/50

You can use manual setting or put Your camera in  
“shutter priority mode” if You need help with the 
settings. Manual mode gives more streed cred;-) 11

Canon: If You have a Canon 70D: You can 
either use “full auto” or manual settings. I 
recommend manual settings:-)



Shutter priority mode: Exposure mode “s” 
(or “t” depending on camera)
1) Press “MENU”
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2) Press the “camera button” 

3) Push “Exposure mode” 
3) Set to “S” 
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Turn the top cogwheels to get to a shutter speed of 1/50 



Light sensitivity (ISO)

Push the “ISO” button in order to put it in ISO auto mode
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Manual Exposure mode “M”
1) Turn the programme selector 

wheel
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2) Put in video mode

CANON The Canon 70d doesn’t have semi-automatic 
settings - go for “full auto” or manual 
(recommended)
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Turn the cogwheel in order to get a shutter speed of 1/50
CANON



Light sensitivity (ISO)

Push the “ISO” button on the top and turn the cogwheel in order 
to get it on “auto iso” - “A”
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CANON



Aperture (iris)

Adjust the aperture (how much light is coming through the lens) 
by turning the wheel on the back of the camera
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CANON



Zebra patterns
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Zebra patterns are helpful in order to avoid over 
exposure -stripes indicate fully white/overblown 
areas

1) Press “MENU” 

2) Press “Wrench + C” 

4) Press “Zebra Pattern” on 
Canon: Not possible:-(



Exposure compensation
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If the image is too bright or dark: Use exposure 
compensation

1) Press “disp” until You get 
the following screen

Press “disp”  multiple times to get back to the start screen

2) Press the bar (touch screen)

3) Turn wheel in order to 
make darker/brighter

Canon: Not possible:-(



Focus settings
Focus modes 
Focus peaking
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Focusing

Three different focus settings:
AFS/AFF - Auto Focus Single
AFC - Auto Focus Continuous
MF - Manual

What happens in Your image? 
Movement? Still standing subject? 

MF giver mest street credit...
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Focus modes
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Focus peaking when using 
manuel fokus
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Focus peaking - manual focus assistance - blue 
dots are areas in focus

1) Tryk “MENU” 

2) Press “Wrench + C” 

3) Press “Monitor” 

4) Turn “Peaking on” 



Focus modes
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CANON

Not much to choose 
between - choose “face 
+ tracking” if You like  
auto

Manuel: On the lens



Exercise until 14.30:
Team up - 2 or 3 per team 
Get You camera ready to film - put it in video mode 
with manual or shutter speed priority settings

Shoot a simple, static video of each other. 
Inspiration: https://vimeo.com/88614598 (work with 
the rest of the workshop attendees also)

Go for a well lit place - ie. the lobby or this classroom 
(near the windows) 26

https://vimeo.com/88614598


VFR
Higher frame rates for slow 
motion 
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Higher frame rates...

Using higher frame rates than 25p is often a good idea 
for effects shots: Slower playback makes footage look 
more stable, and can act as a great effect...

It all starts in the camera: Choose a higher frame rate 
(30p, 50p or VFR - depending on camera)

Smartphones are typically good at higher frame rates 
(but at a low resolution…)

28



1) Rec Quality 
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2) Choose a higher frame rate 
(50p, 60p or VFR, if it is an 
option)... You might have to 
reduce the quality...
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“Shutter speed doubles the frame rate” - so You will 
have to alter Your shutter speed, when shooting at a 
higher frame rate - ie. “100” by a frame rate of 50p



Focus mode:
Slow motion is often used 
in relation to movement
Try setting Your focus 
wheel to AFC and focus 
method to “tracking” 
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1) Movie rec. size
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2) Choose the fastest frame 
rate (50p)... You also have to 
accept a lower resolution:-(

CANON



Exercise until 15.00:

Turn up the frame rate and adjust the shutter 
speed. Put focus to AFC and Tracking mode.

Film each other in movement - ie. Jumping down 
from a table or the likes. Choose a well lit place!!
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SLOW MOTION



Mixed frame rates
We can easily end up with video in various different frame rates...… 

“Normal video”: 25p - 
Slow mo/effekt shots in: 30p, 50p, 60p, 180p… 

Most importantly: Talking people are shot in 25p, and is output in 25p 
(for proper synchronization of sound and image)

Effect shots (no speach) can be shot in alternative frame rates...
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1) define sequence 
settings
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Open Premiere, import media, and make a 
sequence
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New sequence
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Make sure 
Your sequence 
is set to 1920 x 
1080 25p

(or 4K 25p)
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Convert clips in 
various frame 
rates to be 
interpreted as 
25p i in the 
sequence. 
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A 50p clip, ie., 
will take twice 
the amount of 
time - 1 second 
(50 progressive 
frames) will 
become 2 
seconds (of 25 
frames per 
second)



Proxyer
If Your computer has a hard time handling the 
higher frame rates and 4K clips… Set up proxies!
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Media Encoder!
Adobe Media Encoder is used to make the 
proxies - so media encoder should be installed. If 
it isn’t installed, install it witht the creative cloud 
app.
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Mark the clips in 
Your media 
browser.
Right click , and 
find “proxy” 
Push “create 
proxies”
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Choose the HD 
preset
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The Media 
Encoder starts  
in order to make 
the proxies - it 
might take a 
while. Coffee 
break;-)
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When the proxies are made, You can activate them by clicking the 
icon: 
If You can’t see the icon, push + in order to add the icon to Your 
menu-line



NIGHT VIDEOGRAPHY
Frame rates & flickering
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Low light videography

We’ve shot in “standard” 25p and various other frame 
rates, and used the “double the frame rate” rule.

But what about when shooting at night - in low light?

Let’s put the shutter speeds and the double the frame 
rate rule to the test...
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As much light as possible is needed
Maximize light: Can we use a longer shutter 
speed than “double the frame rate”?
What about a shutter speed of 1/25?



And what if we want to slow down a night 
video?
What happens if we shoot in 30p at and a 
shutter speed of 1/30s or 1/60s?
Or 50p at 1/50s or 1/100s?



Exercise until 15.35: Low light videography

Let’s go to the basement (rumfærgen) and film a bit.

Try to film the following:
- 25p at a shutter speed of 1/25 with a subject sitting still
- 25p at a shutter speed of 1/25 with a moving subject
- 30p at a shutter speed of 1/30, 1/50 and 1/60
- 50p at a shutter speed of 1/50 and 1/100

Do it fast, get back and edit the footage in premiere, so that the 
footage is “interpreted as 25p”
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What was Your footage 
like, when interpreted?



Low light videography

Key lessons:
We can use lower shutter speeds than 1/50 - if our 
subjects aren’t moving too much...

In Europe, we have 50 Mhz electricity. To avoid 
flickering lights, use “safe frame rates” -  use the 
calculator at https://www.red.com/flicker-free-video 
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https://www.red.com/flicker-free-video


Camera Movement
Focusing the viewers attention and telling 
stories with camera movement
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Adding movement to the video

We know how to shoot day and night footage as well as 
in variable frame rates in order to slow down in post.

Now, let’s move on, and add movement in order to 
focus the viewers attention and tell stories effectively 
with camera movement.
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https://youtu.be/GbnYBmqBbKA 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbnYBmqBbKA
https://youtu.be/GbnYBmqBbKA


Pan & tilt
Dolly, truck & pedestal
Tracking (steadicam)
Focus shift / Rack focus
https://boords.com/blog/16-types-of-camera-shots-and-angles
-with-gifs

https://boords.com/blog/16-types-of-camera-shots-and-angles-with-gifs
https://boords.com/blog/16-types-of-camera-shots-and-angles-with-gifs


A little movement 
goes a long way!



The easy/cheap solution 
to stabilizing footage
Use Your strap to stabilize 
Your camera: Two fixation 
points on Your camera and 
one in the neck. 
Bend Your knees a bit, walk 
smoothly. Film in 30p or 50p.

Andyax tutorial:

https://w
ww.youtub

e.com/watch?v=e53

LrV3-43g 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e53LrV3-43g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e53LrV3-43g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e53LrV3-43g


Or use some of the 
stuff from the 
Tech Lounge?
Steadicams, glide tracks, 
Gimbals, actioncams etc. 



Exercise Until 16.15 min:

Work with movement. Try to make the following moves:
1. Pan
2. Tilt
3. Focus shift / Rack focus
4. Truck
5. Pedestal
6. Truck & Pedestal combination
Remember: A little movement goes a long way!
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EFFECTS
And finally: Working with the 
aesthetics:0)
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Camera hacks for visual effects

We know how to shoot day and night footage in 
variable frame rates and we know how to work with 
camera movement.

Now, let’s move on, and add some visual effects in 
order to make “emotional” content. 

Let’s delve into some cheap camera hacks:0)
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Lens whacking / 
free lensing
Example: https://vimeo.com/81904208 
Tutorial: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNSC6UUae
zQ 

https://vimeo.com/81904208
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNSC6UUaezQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNSC6UUaezQ


Simulating anamorphic 
lens flares
Anamorphic example: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=rZpfF
q0EsTo
Anamorphic flares hack: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AlUHdHA_6E 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=rZpfFq0EsTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=rZpfFq0EsTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4AlUHdHA_6E


Sun star lens flares
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=flr4lj-zmjA&t=213s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flr4lj-zmjA&t=213s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flr4lj-zmjA&t=213s


DIY filters: Put things in 
front of the lens!
Inspiration:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3AgOn1amWv4  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InpiroMh-P0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3AgOn1amWv4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InpiroMh-P0


Time Lapse
Example: https://vimeo.com/215700815  
Tutorial: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOsDj7AKrjM 

https://vimeo.com/215700815
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOsDj7AKrjM


Practice?
?
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ztsyLKBoJOG_iacUswhCXTi6M8a_HQUAHQd3LEYbc6s/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ztsyLKBoJOG_iacUswhCXTi6M8a_HQUAHQd3LEYbc6s/edit?usp=sharing


 

http://bit.ly/2I857O0


Thanks;-)
?
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